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SNAP CRACK CHIROPRACTIC LAUNCHES "CRACK YOUR LIMITS” CAMPAIGN; SNAP CRACK

FITNESS EVENTS NOW EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE FOR MEMBERS

Snap Crack of South Miami will be sponsoring its first fitness event of the spring/summer at the

iconic 1111 Lincoln Road rooftop this Saturday, March 27, 2021

MIAMI, FL – (26 MARCH 2021) – Snap Crack, the hassle-free chiropractic adjustment and

intramuscular vitamin injection service designed to cater to patients' fast-paced lifestyles at an

affordable price, has announced the launch of its "Crack Your Limits" campaign. The campaign

kicks off with a Snap Crack Fitness event at the rooftop of Miami Beach's 1111 Lincoln Road on

March 27, 2021, at 10:30 a.m-11:30 a.m. and 1:30-2:30 p.m. The class partners with Beat the

Gym for this fully immersive "sweat party" and will be hosted by professional trainer and

influencer Tony Thomas (@tonythomassports).

"A healthy lifestyle that makes you feel your best and do your best is what we stand for at Snap

Crack, and by doing these events, we are able to bring our members just that," stated Mark

Cereceda D.C., Chief Executive Officer of Snap Crack Chiropractic, "By combining strong

workouts, a fun atmosphere, and the backdrop of Miami, we are able to give people the perfect

experience to not only benefit themselves but have a great time doing so, which is exactly what

we love to do every day at Snap Crack."



The event is the first of many this spring/summer and is open to all fitness levels. It will focus on

both strength and conditioning that will sharpen your mental and physical stamina. To produce

the maximum benefits, Tony Thomas will have the members perform combinations of exercises

that burn fat and build muscle. After this, the program will end with a series of balance and

flexibility movements that allow the body to recover and relax.

This event is exclusively for members and their plus-ones. To be a part of the Snap Crack Fitness

x Tony Thomas and Beat the Gym event or to stay informed on future events, visit

https://snapcrack.com/memberships/#snapfitness.

ABOUT SNAP CRACK CHIROPRACTIC

Snap Crack Fitness events are sponsored by Snap Crack of South Miami, a D.B.A. of Snap Human

Alignment of South Miami, LLC. Snap Crack Chiropractic is hassle-free chiropractic and

intramuscular vitamin injection service designed to cater to patients' fast-paced lifestyles at an

affordable price. The handpicked licensed Chiropractic physicians and no-wait policy have

patients in-and-out in no time. Snap Crack's goal is to improve vitality, energy, and function

while alleviating back and spine problems.

Feel Better. Do Better.


